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ABSTRACT
Bioinformatics is an emerging area of interest for many researchers and scientists. It has unlimited applications in many areas. The most important application of this is to know about genes, etc. However, nowadays, research has also started in the emerging areas of network security and threats using bioinformatics. In the present scenario, we are highly dependent on the Internet. The Web has invited different people from different backgrounds to work together sitting at far places. And to fulfill the needs of the interested and involved people, lots of Web-based tools have been developed, and many others are being developed. In this chapter, the area of bioinformatics has been introduced along with its applications, Web, developed Web-based tools, and a case study of one such tool.

INTRODUCTION TO BIOINFORMATICS
Bioinformatics is the study and analysis of biological information using computers and statistical techniques. It is the science of developing and utilizing computer databases and algorithms to accelerate and enhance biological research. Bioinformatics is taken as more of a tool than a discipline for the analysis of biological data. From information technology point of view, bioinformatics is the use of IT in biotechnology for the data storage, data warehousing and analyzing the bio-molecular sequences. The knowledge is required from other branches of science and engineering like biology, mathematics, laws of physics & chemistry, computer science & engineering and IT to analyze biological data. Bioinformatics is not only limited to the analysis of biological data, but in reality it is being used to solve many biological
problems like various disorders in human beings and to find out how living things work.

Bioinformatics has emerged out of the need to understand the code of life, DNA (Mount, 2001). Enormous DNA sequencing projects have been evolved and added in the growth of the science of Bioinformatics. The fundamental molecule of life (DNA) directly controls the fundamental biology of life. It codes for genes which in turn code for proteins that decide the biological makeup of humans or any living organism. The variations and errors in the genomic DNA define the possibility of developing diseases or resistance to disorders. The ultimate goal of bioinformatics is to reveal the assets of biological information hidden in the crowd of sequence, structure, literature and other biological data and to use this information to enhance the standard of life for mankind.

APPLICATIONS OF BIOINFORMATICS

Bioinformatics is being used in various areas and the applications are limitless (Bosu, 2009). This is possible not only by having collaborative efforts of different people from different background but also widely using web based tools and Internet. There are constantly new research projects and studies being mdone on this amazing new line of DNA analysis. Scientists are now using bioinformatics to detect genetic abnormalities in different species. This is also creating breakthroughs in the medical community. Applications of Bioinformatics have allowed doctors to conduct genetic testing in unborn babies to predict and find any signs of certain genetic disorders and conditions.

Some of its applications are listed below:

- **DNA Identification**: The identification of DNA profile of a person can help the investigators in identifying criminals, ascertaining family associations, protecting rare species, matching organ donors, and for security.

- **Analysis of Gene Expression**: The analysis of gene expression is very important for the understanding of disorders in humans and other species. A chemical and physical change in a living being is not caused by a single gene but the mutual effect of many genes. Understanding the function of many genes on a particular condition will, in due course of time, present a genetic basis for many diseases.

- **Analysis of Gene Regulation**: The regulation is the sequence of events that begins with an extracellular event and leads to a change in the activity of proteins. The analysis of gene that promotes and regulates the activity of genes and proteins helps us to understand the behavior of species.

- **Risk Assessment**: The deep and intense research on human genome can help us to assess individual risk exposure to toxic elements as resistance to external agents that varies from person to person. It can also help to reduce the likelihood of heritable mutations.

- **Human Migration**: The understanding of human and other genomes will help us to understand the human evolution, inheritance, traits, and disease carriers. The study of genome comparison across organisms can help to understand similar genes with associated disease.

- **Adapted Medicine**: The development in the field of pharmacogenomics will change the prospect of clinical medicine. It shows how an individual’s genetic inheritance affects the body’s response to drugs. At present, some drugs disappear from the market because a small percentage of the clinical patient population shows unfavorable affects to a drug due to sequence variant in their DNA. As a result, many potentially
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